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From: Barry Thom - NOAA Federal <barry.thom@noaa.gov>


Sent: Sunday, June 9, 2019 8:02 PM


To: Maria Rea - NOAA Federal


Cc: Howard.Brown@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Sunday night update


Good luck with David.


I’ll try and take a look at the ITS, but I’m a bit reluctant to share it with them before BOR and Paul see it.


Thanks,


Barry


Barry Thom


Regional Administrator


West Coast Region


NOAA Fisheries


> On Jun 9, 2019, at 7:30 PM, Maria Rea - NOAA Federal <maria.rea@noaa.gov> wrote:


>


> Thanks Barry.


> I’m getting together with Dave M at 8:30 - - hopefully to close on


> Delta objectives (though he is well known for an inability to close


> and further complicates things; so wish me luck).


>


> That’s good there is a meeting with the settlement contractors - -

> I’ll plan to bring our draft ITS if you want to hand out and discuss.


>


> I look forward to seeing where things land on Monday.  Next week is


> going to be a heavy staff production week to get to a full draft Biop


> before the the comments roll in on Friday.


>


> - Maria


>


> Sent from my iPad


>


>> On Jun 9, 2019, at 6:43 PM, Barry Thom - NOAA Federal <barry.thom@noaa.gov> wrote:


>>


>> Maria/Howard,


>>


>> Just an update on where things stand for Monday.


>>


>> I had a call with Chris, Stu and John on Saturday. Things are OK there but I’ll need to  have daily updates with them as


we go through this week.


>>


>> I had a call with Ernest and Paul. Ernest walked me through their view of each of the items in the list. We discussed a


few items but I didn’t debate them too much. We’ll need to be able to talk through some of them in the Monday
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meeting.  We also agreed to try and sit down with the SRS contractors. Ernest now scheduled that for noon on Monday


at our office.


>>


>> For the 10 am meeting, the agenda should be split between wrapping up the PMs and talking about the list.   The


main question is are there any must have’s that they are saying no or other forum to.


>>


>> If needed we may have to meet after lunch on Monday and try and wrap things up. I’ve already told them I’m


generally done and moving on after Monday.


>>


>> Hopefully we’ll have a chance to touch base before 10.


>>


>> Thanks,


>>


>> Barry


>>


>> Barry Thom


>> Regional Administrator


>> West Coast Region


>> NOAA Fisheries



